We present a new approach to first-principles simulations of the statics and dynamics of ionic molecular crystals. It is shown that the new method gives very realistic simulations of the phase transitions in K2Se04 and that a double-well type of structure in the potential-energy surface is the driving mechanism of these phase transitions.
realistically large ionicity of 6 +.
The basic shortcoming of this approach is the failure to treat the molecular ions as single entities. We believe that this need is quite general for a variety of systems which contain molecular ions, e.g., z~cI;-, s~o;-, NO;, SO;, etc. Therefore the starting point in our new approach is to perform ab initio quantum chemistry calculations for the whole molecular ion, say se0:-in the case of K2Se04. The resultant electron-chargedensity distribution accounts for possible charge transfer between the atoms within the group and thus leads to realistic Gordon-Kim potentials for intermolecular interactions. As for the intramolecular interactions, for which the simple Gordon-Kim model becomes invalid due to covalency, we use Taylor expansions of the molecular ions' total energy which can be constructed from the quantum chemistry calculations. These expansions are adequate owing to the stiffness of the intramolecular bonds.
We applied our new approach to simulation of the phase transitions in KtSe04, which, as the prototype of the series of the A2BX4 compounds, has attracted extensive experimental and theoretical effort^.^ At room temperature it has an orthorhombic paraelectric phase (space group Pnam ), with 4 formula units per unit cell, which changes to an incommensurate structure at 129.5 K (Ti 1. There follows a commensurate lock-in transition at 93 K (T,) below which the crystal possesses an orthorhombic ferroelectric superstructurelo (space group Pna2I) whose a axis is triple that of the roomtemperature Pnam phase.
We first performed a quantum chemistry structural optimization for an isolated se0;-ion. Thus the calculation did not include a crystal-field background, since over 90% of the contribution to the electric fields at the selenium and oxygen sites are from the other ions in the same s e 0 i -group. The optimized S e 0 f -forms a perfect tetrahedron with the S e -0 bond length being 3.09 a.u., which is very close to the experimental average value of 3.07 a.u. in the Pnam phase. Then the force constants at this optimized structure are calculated to give a harmonic expansion for the total energy of this ion. Since throughout, in the Pnam, incommensurate, and Pna2, phases, the se0:-ions stay as near-perfect tetrahedra, this expansion should give a satisfactory description of the S e -0 and 0-0 interactions in the same ~e 0 j -ion.
We then calculated the electron charge density for the whole se0:-ion for the optimized structure and obtained charge densities for the individual Se and 0 atoms in the spirit of Mulliken population analysis. Pair potentials external to the ~e 0 : -units were then calculated via the Gordon-Kim technique using these charge densities and the free-ion charge density" for K'. These intermolecular pair potentials are much easier to employ for crystal simulations than complicated molecule-molecule potentials and we are not restricted to treating the selenate ions as rigid rotors. The quantum chemistry calculations were performed using the GAUSS-IAN 86, programI2 and details of the calculations of the pair potentials will be given in future publications. l 3
With both the intramolecular and intermolecular interaction potentials determined we then performed a Pnam-symmetry-restricted static relaxation for K2Se04, which should provide a rigorous test of theoretical Table I , are very close to those in the experimental structure. The relaxed structure is plotted in Fig.  1 (b) , along with the experimental structure9 Fig. 1 (a) . Next we performed a static relaxation for the lowertemperature Pna21 superstructure of KlSe04, to provide a further test of the theoretical energy surfaces. In this phase the unit cell contains 12 formula units, in total 84 ions. Figure 2(a) gives the projections of the ion positions parallel the a axis in this phase, derived from experimental data at 80 K.I0 Comparing Fig. 1 (a) with Fig. 2(a) , we see that the Pna21 superstructure is the result of a modulation along the a axis involving shifts of the K + ions and relative rotations of the ~e 0 : -ions, which are aligned in the Pnam structure. Figure 2(b) gives the structure obtained by static relaxation with the Pna21-symmetry restriction. Apart from a shortening of the lattice constants similar to that in the Pnam phase, the relaxation again gives a close fit to the experimental structure. The basic modulation in the experimental structure is closely simulated, although the amplitudes are slightly different.
Given these excellent agreements with the experimental structure, we performed a nonconstrained moleculardynamics (MD) "quench" for a 3a by 2b by 2c supercell containing 336 ions, using a constant (zero) pressure molecular-dynamics program also developed in our group.7913 Starting from the Pnam structure, the sample was first sufficiently relaxed to be as free of experimental information as possible and then cooled down in stages to T = O K. We found that we could indeed reproduce the observed P n a m -P n~2~ phase transition by cooling in stages allowing an equilibration time of 2 ps at each stage. Figure 3 shows the b-c cross sections of the simulated structures at (a) T "300 K and (b) T =57 K, both averaged over 2 ps. In this figure, the average S e -0 bonds are indicated by straight lines and the thermal motions of the ions are given by ellipsoids centered at the average ion positions. The structure in Fig. 3(a) is virtually the same as the experimental Pnam structure. The large (about 1 bohr) amplitudes of the thermal motions of some of the oxygen ions indicate that the crystal at this temperature is actually in a dynamically disordered state. This is in accord with a previous hypothesis made on the basis of the internal-mode Raman spectra. l 4 The structure in Fig. 3(b) is clearly the Pna2I structure given in Fig. 2(a) . The positions of some of the ions appear slightly different, but again the basic modulation of the ions along the a axis agrees well with the experimental structure. In fact, when further cooled to T=O K, this structure agrees closely with the theoretical Pna21 structure [ Fig. 2 (b)1 both in structure and in potential energy.
In order to monitor more precisely the phase transition, we performed a CPU-intensive M D calculation for a 3a by 2b by 4c supercell (672 ions) with 40-ps averaging time at each temperature, and then calculated the rms static deviation R of the S e -0 bonds from their orientations in the Pnam phase as a convenient order parameter. The result is plotted in Fig. 4 together with the value of R for the experimental Pna21 structure at 80 Figure 4 shows that the onset of the transition lies in the range 120-140 K, which corresponds closely to the incommensurate phase transition at Ti =129.5 K, and the transition is virtually complete at about the ferroelectric lock-in transition T, -93 K. The behavior of the order parameter around 200 K was observed in several simulations; it is probably a dynamical, but slow, precursor to the main transition. To clarify this point would require a more extensive computation for an even larger number of ions, and this is beyond our computing resources.
The above excellent agreement with the experimental data leads us to conclude that we indeed have found a very realistic ab initio potential-energy surface of K2Se04 and from it we have obtained a first-principles explanation for the driving mechanism of the phase transitions in K~S e 0 4 . From Fig. 2(b) we see that the modulation that changes the Pnam phase to the Pna21 superstructure is characterized by rotations of the selenate ions in two opposite directions away from their orientations in the Pnam structure. This suggests that the two rotated positions of the selenate ions may be equivalent in energy. This is indeed the case, as we found by explicit calculation for a single unit cell of 28 ions; both are 12.3 meV per formula unit lower than the Pnam structure. Since the Pna21 structure is 10.7 meV per formula unit lower in energy than the Pnam phase, these two structures are effectively degenerate for temperatures -100 K and above. As a consequence when k T becomes less than -10-15 meV, and the structure transforms, the state selected will be that of higher entropy. Clearly, this is the Pna2I phase in which, for example, the seek-ions have three rather than one possible orientation. Furthermore, for the Pna21 structure to transform to the single-cell, selenate-rotated, phase requires that at least one of the tetrahedra has to switch through the Pnam configuration. As the system is further cooled this becomes increasingly difficult, and when k T -1-2 meV (when the single cell phase would become preferred energetically), the transformation is frustrated by the -10-meV activation barrier, and the Pna21 parameter values as functions of temperature.
